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Patrick Martinez with his work
Oscar Grant Memorial, 2017.
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“TO ME THESE ARE LANDSCAPES OF
Los Angeles, and it’s not a literal landscape, but it’s taking materials
and things to create something of a new landscape.” I am standing
next to Patrick Martinez viewing his current solo show, “America
is for Dreamers,” at the Vincent Price Art Museum, in East LA. In
the compact gallery space exhibiting Martinez’s work, loud
messages about immigration and gentrification speak through his
mixed-media canvases, installations and provocative neon
sculptures. In “America is for Dreamers,” Martinez, 37, presents a

taste of an LA in flux. Traces of the San Gabriel Valley, East LA,
Downtown, Venice, South Central and Leimert Park appear in the
form of found objects like local signage and faded tiles, which are
then paired with neon, stucco, cement and spray paint. “I’m taking
cues not really of specific places, but materials from these places,
creating this fictitious, almost dreamlike version,” Martinez
explains. The mixed-media paintings evoke the city’s pretty pastel
tones and textures. Sweet bougainvillea vines adorn his canvases;
vintage residential window gates and banners purchased from local
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A look inside Martinez’s studio.
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mom and pop shops comment on what’s nostalgic and familiar in
these communities. “This introduction of neon with tile and stucco
with appropriated banners and signage, it feels very much like a
tactile representation of the city,” says Pilar Tompkins Rivas,
director of the Vincent Price Art Museum and curator of the
exhibition. “Especially in certain parts of the city that oftentimes
feel invisible because they are so pervasive.” One large neon
installation with cement blocks and a wooden fence symbolizes
long-existing communities having to make space for new a
demographic—and their eventual exclusion. “I was thinking about
this idea of home, the foundation of someone’s home being more
like quicksand,” Martinez says. “Like where do you live? I was born
here but they’re telling me I can’t be here. Where do I go? What’s
the idea of home? There is no home anymore.” 

Martinez is a true son of LA, who questions his city’s
transgressions and provides empowerment for communities of
color. Born in the San Gabriel Valley, the artist grew up in
Montebello and Pasadena. His diverse background (Martinez is of
Native American, Mexican, and Filipino descent) and his hip-hop
and graffiti roots make him the perfect messenger to deliver these
hard truths. In the neon sculptures, the show’s title, “America is for
Dreamers,” appears in different languages— English, Spanish and
Chinese—and it’s an inclusive approach for Latin and Chinese-
American residents in East LA and Monterrey Park. “Patrick’s
neons are deliberately familiar,” says Charlie James, who represents
Martinez at his eponymous gallery.  “They are executed exactly as
LA storefront neons are and as such please the viewer immediately
upon recognition, allowing the work’s messaging to flow more
freely.”

The beauty and power behind “America is for Dreamers,” his
first solo museum show in LA, is how it’s messages will directly
impact the community. “Because we are located on the campus of
East Los Angeles College, we’re a community college that serves
about 60,000 students, and easily around 2,000 DACA students,”
Tompkins Rivas says. “So that is our community. It does affect us

very directly, and it hits home so hard.” The meaning behind
“America is for Dreamers” is beautifully nuanced, speaking to the
urgent threats currently facing the DACA program and the
centuries-long foundational beliefs of the American Dream.  “One
of the things that is so striking about the title is that it speaks
specifically to the political moment, but it also capitalizes on what
the United States is,” Tompkins Rivas adds. “It’s a nation of
immigrants, it’s a nation of people that come here with aspirational
dreams of bettering their lives, bettering the world around them.
It’s a reminder to us that it’s at the heart of who we are collectively.”

Martinez is wearing his signature horn-rimmed glasses and a
black T-shirt from the Studio Museum in Harlem, signifying his
growing presence in New York. Martinez participated in the
museum’s emerging artists group show “Fictions,” the fifth show in
a series that debuted in 2001. This iteration included artists Amy
Sherald and Devan Shimoyama. Martinez also appeared in
“Sidelined,” a group show at New York’s Galerie Lelong curated by
the artist Samuel Levi Jones. Inspired by the recent protests against
the NFL and Colin Kaepernick’s brave act of kneeling during the
national anthem, “Sidelined” delves into social injustices faced by
individuals of color both on and off the sports field. One of his two
neons, Multicultural vs. Western (CTE), features the NFL logos of
the Washington Redskins and Carolina Panthers facing off against
the New England Patriots logo, which sits in the middle of the two.
This work is asking many loaded questions: Who is more American?
Who has the right to claim true Americana? “I’m trying to play with
icons that you are familiar with,” Martinez says. “That language with
the logos are creating a scene within the traditional squaring and
rectangles that I do.” Martinez used NFL team mascot icons to
illustrate division found in football and in America. The icons also
represent the historic struggles Native Americans and the Black
Panther Party have faced in their quest for social equality. The
striking neon work is “dealing with multiculturalism and a Western
ideology, and how people think that the United States should be a
Western narrative, but it’s not likely.”

“I was thinking about this
idea of home, the foundation
of someone’s home being
more like quicksand. Like

where do you live? I was born
here but they’re telling me I
can’t be here. Where do I go?
What’s the idea of home?

There is no home anymore.”
—PATRICK MARTINEZ     


